The problem of assigning one of several treatments in clinical trials is formulated as a discounted bandit problem that was studied by Gittins and Jones. The problem involves comparison of certain state dependent indices A recent characterization of the index is used to calculate more efficiently the values of these indices.
. , based on past observations, one has to decide which treatment to allocate to the next patient. At the start of the experiment we assume that θ is a random variable with beta prior density with parameter vector (a n , b n );
i.e., θ has the prior density _ a -1 b -1 (1) g n (θ) = Γ(a n + ^n){Γ(a n )Γ(b n )} X θ n (1 -θ) n , for every θ € [0,1], where in (1) a n , b n are strictly positive constants. Furthermore, we assume that θ ,...,θ are independent. If after k trials using treatment n we let x n (k) = (s n (k), f n (k)), where s n (k) (f n (k)) denotes the number of successes (the number of failures) then, the posterior density of θ given x n (k) is also beta with parameter vector (a n + s R (k), b n + f n (k)). Thus, the information obtained during the first k trials from treatment n is summarized by In computing the solution of (7) we consider the finite subset S ={(s,f)€S:s+f<L} and the two systems of equations
We will use the following more compact notation for (8) and ( (12)).
An algorithm to compute V(0,0) based on (10) involves an infinite number of variables; however, Propositions 1 and 2, below, allow us to use (11) and (12) which involve only a finite number of variables. We first state PROPOSITION 1. For equations (7), (8) and (9) we have (13) atblsff
(1 " oc)
u^s.f) < V(s,f) < U L (s,f), for all (s,f) such that s + f < L.
The proof of Proposition 1 is easy and its details will be omitted. Indeed, the first inequality in (13) follows from the fact that the left hand side is the expected discounted reward achieved by the suboptimal policy that never restarts the process in state (0,0) when the initial state is state (s,f); the second inequality in (13) follows from the fact that the left hand side is the expected discounted reward attained when all one period rewards are replaced by 1 which is an upper bound for them. Inequalities (14) then, follow from (13), equations (10), (11) and (12) and the monotonicity of transformations T, T^ T 2 .
PROPOSITION 2. For any
Proof. Because of (14) We only prove (16) since the proof of (17) (10), (12) is from above; thus, using (10) and the fact that V(s,f) > Owe have
It follows from (18), (19) that for any L and for all n < L
Ju Similar arguments using (12) imply that for all n > 1 Thus, using (20) and (21) it is now easy to complete the proof of (16). Note that the numbers in Table 2 (for a+s, 
REMARK. It was assumed that

